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The pages of the book are in two columns, of 55 lines maximum each. Amendments in the main text 
are shown as L (left) or R (right) referring to column, followed by the line number. 

Consolidated amendments to 3 March 2015

Storm damage to piers, harbours and navigation marks
Exceptionally heavy weather during December 2013 and January and February 2014 caused extensive 
damage to coastal infrastructure on the south and west coasts. Repair work is essentially complete but the 
quay at Rusheen Bay (p257) was seriously damaged and is not scheduled for repair. 

Lights and Marks Pages 30, 45, 49, 122, 187, 215, 238, 246, 283 : Lucifer, Power, Walter Scott, 
Ballybunnion and Cannon Rock buoys and Mine Head, Slyne Head and Eagle Island lighthouses 
now have AIS. Eagle Island lighthouse now shows Fl(3) 20s 18M. Page 114: the range of Sheep’s Head 
lighthouse has been reduced to W15M R9M. Page 119: the range of Ardnakinna lighthouse has been 
reduced to W14M R9M. Page 174: Inishtearaght lighthouse now shows Fl(3) 20s 84m 18M, Racon (O). 
Page 204: the range of Straw Island lighthouse has been reduced to 12M; add Inisheer Pier, Fl WRG 5s 
5m 8M, G 093°-150°, W 150°-266°, R 266°-290°. Page 209, Galway Approach Channel PEL: for “FR” read 
“Fl R” and vice versa.

Page 20R line 28ff, page 81L line 21 and page 249 line 5: The RNLI has established a new inshore lifeboat 
station at Union Hall, and Clifden now has an all-weather lifeboat, both of these on a trial basis at present. 

Page 34R line 16, Page 35L line 3, and Plan on p35: Diesel is now available 24h by hose at Kilmore Quay 
(credit or debit card-operated pump). Following the storms of the winter of 2013-14 the controlling depth 
in the entrance channel is currently 0·5m, E of the pier head (= 1·1m at LWS). Until further notice deep-
draughted vessels should avoid entry around LWS. The silting is entirely of sand. 



Page 38R line 42: Dunmore East Harbour now has pontoons in summer, which may offer a berth for a 
visiting yacht. Water and limited electricity on the pontoons. For “the Fishermen’s Co-operative on 051 
383790” read “Coast to Coast Oil on 051 382797.”

Page 48R line 5: delete reference to visitors’ moorings at Helvick. Page 48R line 18: In the summer of 2013 
Helvick Harbour entrance had been reported silting badly, but has now been dredged.

Page 81L line 7, and Plan on p79: The ship channel to Union Hall pier has moved closer to the north shore, 
and yachts are advised not to anchor in the position shown N of the words “Ship channel” on the plan, since 
the larger fishing vessels have little room for manoeuvre here. The anchorages to the S of the channel, and off 
Glandore, are recommended. On p81L, delete “Close to the bluff...around the clock” and substitute:

“E of Union Hall pier and a cable offshore, as shown on the plan, in 2 to 4m. The ship channel occupies the 
N half of the inlet at this point and should not be obstructed. Large fishing vessels enter and leave around 
the clock. For advice contact the HM.” 

Page 95L line 31, Fastnet Rock: Amend to read “...a rock, with 2·2m over it...”

Page 110L line 5, and Plan on page 109: A rock with 0·1m has been reported 0·75 cable SW of the W 
point of Rock Island, the peninsula on the N side of Crookhaven harbour. Page 110R: The anchorage at 
Crookhaven is heavily occupied by moorings but a visitor’s mooring is usually available. The anchorage E 
of Granny Island is reported to have poor holding in very soft mud. 

Page 122L line 8: an 80m pontoon (see photograph) has been installed at the west end of the town quays at 
Castletownbere, where yachts can be accommodated with permission from the HM. There is also a pontoon 
at the east end of the quay, which is convenient for dinghy landing. 

Page 129, Lights and Marks: add Glengarriff No 1 buoy, SHM Fl G 4s and No 2 buoy, PHM Fl R 4s, 
these two synchronised. Page 131L line 17, for “Keep closer to the E shore than to Ship Island” read “Pass 
between the port- and starboard-hand buoys”. The buoys mark the channel between the 4·7m and 3·2m 
soundings E of Ship Island on the plan on page 131. Page 131R line 8, and plan on p131: the formerly 
overhead power cable to Garinish Island has been re-routed underwater in the same position. This allows 

access to an anchorage NW and W of the slip on the island, 
taking care to avoid the line of the submarine cable.

Page 133R line 14ff, and Plan on page 133: Pontoons have 
been installed (1) on the end of the Town Pier in Bantry (2) 
W of the Abbey slip at Bantry (3) SW of Whiddy Island 
pier. The Town Pier pontoon is exclusively for the use of the 
The 80m pontoon at Castletownbere
 (photo DAFM)

Whiddy Island pontoon and the ferryboat



tug and the Whiddy Island ferry. The pontoon W of the Abbey slip has 1·1m at LAT and is suitable only as 
a temporary berth or for dinghy landing. The 25m pontoon SW of Whiddy Pier has 2m and is used by the 
ferry, but yachts are also welcome to use it as an overnight berth. The end of Whiddy pier has 2·1m at LAT. 
Fresh water is available on the pier. The pub on Whiddy is open year-round and pub food and bicycle hire 
are available. Whiddy extends a warm welcome to visitors. 

Page 134L line 3, Bantry: delete “Visitors’ moorings...50012).” and insert a new paragraph:

• “Eight visitors’ moorings are available. Contact the HM on 027 53277 or VHF Ch.14.”

Page 163R line 11: Pontoons have been installed at Portmagee, close E of the pier. The gangway has six finger 
pontoons, used by sea angling boats and the Skellig passenger boats. The outside of the T-head is available as 
berths for visiting yachts.

The pontoons at 
Portmagee (Eleanor 
Cudmore)

Page 171R, Dangers, approaches to Dingle: add “Rock with 0·8m, one cable NE of Colleen Og Rock and 1 
cable offshore”. Page 172R line 36: for “The NE light tower...Crow Rock” read:

“...Crow Rock and the rocks NE of it. From the W, and if Crow Rock is showing, either pass within a 
cable N of it, or stay well S of it.”

Page 174L, Dangers: add “Rock with 1·5m, 5 cables WNW of the landing place at Dunquin.”

Page 179R line 6, Blasket Sound: multibeam sonar survey has confirmed the existence of areas as shallow 
as 4m in the channel between Carrigfadda and Beginish, in locations charted at 8m.

Page  242R line 3: delete “and Carrickmweelrough, 0.4m high.”

Page 255L line 21, Plan on p255, and Page257L line 34: several uncharted rocks have been discovered 
around Inishbofin and Inishshark.  There is a rock with 2m, 1·5 cables S of Gun Island. Approaching Bofin 
Harbour from the E or SE, give Gun Island a berth of 2 cables on its S side. A rock with 1m lies a cable W of 
Bird Rock, S of Inishskinnymore (AC2707). Give the island a wide berth when transiting Ship Sound. 

Page 270R line 19: There is a pontoon at Rosmoney Quay for landing and short stay use. It is lit 2FG vert 
and has fresh water. It dries at LW. On p270R line 22, delete reference to Glenans Sailing School. There are 
visitors’ moorings.

Page 278ff: delete the plan of the North Part of Achill Sound and the list of waypoints and substitute the 
plans and list of waypoints below. On p278R, line 6, after “...1500 Fri)”, insert: “It is best to transit on the 



Rosmoney pontoon

last hour of the flood, after +0100 Galway, and specifically request opening for this time.” On p279L, line 5, 
for “The ones on the plan...MHWS” read “The ones on the plans were established by a yacht in 2014; they 
do not necessarily follow the deepest part of the channels, but they provide at least 3m of water up to the 
bridge at MHWS.” After this section, insert the following:

“Inishbiggle
Across the Bull’s Mouth from Achill, Inishbiggle (pop. 25) is separated from the mainland by two 
narrow and tideswept channels on either side of the islet of Inishaghoo. Low power cables obstruct 
these, and also the channel between Annagh (to the SE) and the mainland. 

Inishbiggle has no anchorage which is both secure and with convenient access to the island.  In 
settled weather temporary anchorage may be available close N of the island’s jetty on the N side of the 
Bull’s Mouth, but beware of the drying rock 1·5 cables N of the light beacon. A yacht should not be left 
unattended here. Shallow-draft yachts, or those which can take the ground, can anchor in the shallows 
to the S of the island, taking care to avoid the uncharted rock drying 1·6m, 1·5 cables W of Hare Point. 
Deeper-drafted vessels may be able to use this spot around HW. Holding good in sand and mud; the 
beach is firm sand.  

The island’s pier is at Gubnadoogha at the NE end but is inaccessible to masted vessels. No facilities 
ashore.

“Bellacragher Bay
Locally called Ballycroy Bay, this beautiful inlet is obstructed at its entrance by overhead 20kV power 
lines with a safe clearance charted at 10m. Although the cables were raised in 2004, measurements 
by the power network provider in September 2014 indicated their height to be unchanged. However 
a passage had been made safely in August 2014 by a 12m yacht with an air draft of 17·5m, on a tidal 
height of 2·4m, staying N of mid-channel, which seems to confirm a local report of 20m physical 
clearance (17m safe clearance). In view of this conflicting information, the greatest caution is advised. 

Bellacragher Bay consists of a deep pool 1·5M by 0·5M, enclosed by steep hillsides and connected to 
Achill North Sound by a narrow and shallow channel 5M in length. 

“Directions
Entry is best made on a rising tide, with caution and continuous monitoring of the depth. Approach either 
N or S of the mid-channel drying sandbank between Gubardletter and Annagh; the more S’ly of these 
channels has a least depth of 2·4m, N of Tonragee Pier. In the N channel, beware of Carrigthenoran, 
which does not dry as much as the charted 3·4m. The channel then leads S of Illancroagh and N of 
Heath Island. The tide runs at 2 to 3 knots here. Once clear of the power cables, the mid-channel drying 
bank W of Rossnafinna Point may be left on either hand. There are uncharted drying rocks 2 cables S 
of Rossnafinna Point, one cable off the SW shore and 2 cables SSW of Bleanmore Island. 

“The shallowest point is NW of Gubnastacky, where the channel almost dries.  Stay 0·5 cable off the 
S shore on this stretch and hold mid-channel from the narrows at Gubnastacky to the Bay itself. There 
are mussel rafts and fish cages in the bay – skirt these to the W and keep a lookout for large floating 
ropes. 



Achill North Sound 
waypoints (see Plans):

All depths at LAT

A. 53°58'·87N 9°55'·33W    7·9m
B. 53°58'·52N 9°54'·84W    5·4m
C. 53°58'·20N 9°54'·69W    5·2m
D. 53°58'·02N 9°54'·43W    3·5m
E. 53°57'·78N 9°54'·53W    2·8m
F. 53°57'·53N 9°54'·72W    3·0m
G. 53°57'·21N 9°54'·80W    2·2m
H. 53°56'·99N 9°55'·19W    1·9m
I. 53°56'·83N 9°55'·29W     1·5m
J. 53°56'·51N 9°55'·21W    0·4m
K. 53°56'·31N 9°55'·41W    0·4m
L. 53°56'·05N 9°55'·36W    2·9m  
(moorings)

M. 53°58'·67N 9°54'·78W    3·1m
N. 53°58'·62N 9°54'·04W    7·9m
O. 53°58'·40N 9°53'·68W    5·8m
P.  53°58'·13N 9°53'·31W    5·4m
Q. 53°57'·98N 9°52'·92W    4·8m
R. 53°57'·96N 9°52'·23W    2·9m
S. 53°57'·59N 9°51'·72W    2·3m

T. 53°57'·93N 9°53'·63W    4·8m
U. 53°57'·67N 9°52'·97W    2·8m



“Anchorages
• In the pool between Illancroagh and Heath Island, as convenient out of the tide, in 3 to 6m.
• In the bay NW of Rossafinna Point. Bellacragher Bay Boat Club has its base here, and may be able 

to make a mooring available to a visitor; phone 087 657 9348 for advice.
• In the N arm of the upper Bay, in 4m, mud.
• In the SE corner of the upper Bay, in 2 to 5m, mud and stones. 

“Facilities
The village of Mallaranny is a pleasant 1 km walk across the isthmus from the S end of the Bay. 
Supermarket, pubs/restaurants, hotel, PO and filling station at Mallaranny. The Greenway walking and 
cycle trail along the line of the old railway from Westport to Achill skirts the W side of the Bay and 
offers commanding views.”

Page 280, Lights & Marks: add Tullaghan beacon, concrete pillar, unlit, and Tullaghan leading beacons 047º 
Oc 8s, front concrete pillar on Tullaghan Rock, rear perch at Tullaghanbaun.

Page 281L line 36: For “...and across...to the SE” read “and a higher cable across the mouth of Bellacragher 
Bay to the SE”. After this section, insert the following: 

“Tullaghan Bay
Tullaghan Bay, the extensive estuary of the Owenmore River, opens into the approaches to Achill North 
Sound, opposite Ridge Point. The Bay has wide drying sandbanks but is easy of access in moderate 
weather, and although subject to strong tidal streams, offers a pleasant anchorage, in the channel E of 
Tullaghanbaun. 

Anchorage at the SE end of Bellacragher Bay. The boat 
is a centreboard Ovni 395; most yachts would have to 
anchor a little further out.

Tides
Bellacragher Bay

The narrows attenuate and delay the tide: HW at the entrance is 
at +0215 Galway (Bull’s Mouth +0115) and in the upper Bay at 
+0300 Galway (Bull’s Mouth +0200). Tidal streams run at 2 to 3 
knots in the entrance and are significant in the narrow channels. 
The range in the upper Bay is clearly less than outside but no 

data are available. 



Tullaghan Rock beacon (centre) 
and the back beacon on the 
point at Tullaghanbaun (L)

“Directions
The bay may be identified by the conspicuous sand dunes and the ruins on Gubbinwee, to the S of the 
entrance.  Approach steering NE and identify the concrete beacon marking the entrance. Leave it 0·5 
cable to port, and the beacon on Tullaghan Rock 30m to port. The bar is halfway between the two, with 
a least depth of 1·9m at LAT. NE of Tullaghan Rock the deepest water is close to the bank on the SE 
side, but then keep the point at Tullaghanbaun, and the W shore to the N of it, close aboard. The tide 
runs at 2·5 to 3 knots in the channel. There is navigable water for a further 5 cables to the NE.

Anchor 2 cables N of the point at Tullaghanbaun in 2m, sand. No facilities ashore.”

Page 290R line 32: a rock with 1·5m has been reported two cables SE of Knife Rock, W of Benwee Head.

Pages 320R line 39, 321L line 10 and 323L line 25: diesel is no longer available by hose at Burtonport.

Page 321, Lights & Marks, approaches to Burtonport: add at top of list Torban buoy, SHM Fl G 3s; page 
322R line 7: delete “...but the spit.....to the NE here.” and substitute “....but leave Torban buoy on the proper 
hand.” Plan on page 322, insert the buoy, close N of the 0·6m sounding 2 cables NE of Carrickbealatroha 
Lower. 

Amendments from 15 March 2015:

Pages 349 and 350, Index: Amend page numbers to read Collorus Harbour, 146, and Middle Cove (Kinsale), 
71 (15 Mar 2015)



Page 264L line 18, and Plan on p262: The depth over the rock Thany-Ruah, in the approaches to Killary 
Harbour, has been revised from 7.6m to 2m. On the plan, insert the rock 3 cables SW of Tonakeera Point 
(the headland N of Inishdegil More). On p264, after “...these two points.” insert “Beware of Thany-ruah, 
with 2m, 3 cables SW of Tonakeera Point. Govern Island in line with Frehill Island 305º leads S of Thany-
ruah.” (15 Mar 2015)
     
Page 37, Lights & Marks, line 3, and Plan on p38: insert Dunmore East Starboard 1 buoy, QG, 1·5 cable 
NNE of the W pierhead, and Dunmore East Starboard 3 buoy, Fl G 2s, 0·5 cable N of the W pierhead.  (12 
April 2015)

Page 38R line 42 (see prior amendment in “Consolidated Amendments” section, above: The pontoons in 
Dunmore East harbour have been removed in preparation for dredging operations. (17 May 2015)

Page 76, Lights and Marks, and page 77L, Clonakilty Harbour: For “Wind Rock” read “Wine Rock”. The 
misprint originates from the Admiralty Chart. (17 May 2015)

Page 296, Lights and Marks: Wheat Rock buoy now has AIS (20 May 2015)

Page 38R line 1ff: Dredging operations at Dunmore East will commence on 22 June and continue until 30 
September. For the duration of the work there will be no pontoons in the harbour. Visiting yachts should 
contact Rene Wubben of Waterford Harbour Sailing Club, phone 087 219 9570, who may be able to make a 
mooring available. The harbour remains open to traffic and dredging will be carried out from 0700 to 1800 
each day. The dredging barge and support vessels will listen on Ch 16 and should be given a wide berth. (10 
June 2015)

Page 46R and plan: The charted channel to Dungarvan now almost dries at LW. A new channel, with 0.6m 
least depth, has opened to the south across the Deadman Sands. The buoys are due to be moved, but extra 
caution is advised. Temporary marks (blue barrels) have been placed along the new channel. Dungarvan is 
scheduled for a complete resurvey this summer. (10 June 2015)

Page 94R line 10ff and Plan: The works at North Harbour, Cape Clear are essentially complete. Piling 
work to reinforce the root of Duffy’s Pier is still 
outstanding, but facilities for visiting yachts have 
been restored. The outer breakwater pier and 
the harbour entrance between this and Duffy’s 
Pier have been rebuilt, and new hydraulic storm 
gates have been installed in this entrance, which 
is about 11m wide. The gates replace the old 
wooden barrier at the inner harbour entrance. 
Duffy’s Pier, slightly extended, now provides 
two ferry berths, and the inside face of the outer 
pier, with 2.3m at LAT, is again available as the 
best yacht berth. There are two sills at the gate. 
The outer one is V-shaped and has 2m, but two 
concrete pillars, against which the gates close, 
stand 0.7m higher. The inner sill (see Plan) is 
straight and has 1.3m over it (1.8m at MLWS). 
The open gates are recessed into the walls, have 
some wooden facings and are available for 
berthing alongside, but a fenderboard would be 
required.  Yachts may normally also raft up to the 
ferries, with permission, once they are berthed for 
the night, but must be prepared to cast off before 
0800. 



Entering the inner harbour, stay on the port hand close to Duffy’s Pier, since (following the dredging 
work) there is an abrupt step in the bottom, about 10m beyond the inner sill.

Substitute the plan above for the one on page 94. (17 June 2015)

North Harbour, Cape Clear 
in June 2015

Page 149R, Lights and Marks: Maiden Rock buoy now has AIS (22 June 2015)

Page 61L line 16: There are pontoons all round the head of Aghada pier, with a depth alongside of 0·6m at 
LAT.  Line 28: A new marina at Cobh, 400m W of the Deepwater Quay, is under construction and the first 
stage, a single pontoon, has been completed and will open shortly. (26 June 2015)

Page 62R line 10: A pontoon for landing and temporary berthing has been established at Passage West, 
1·5M N of Monkstown. The pontoon has a security gate, is 20m in length and has a depth alongside of 5·8m 
at LAT. Passage West has shops, pubs, restaurants and PO. (26 June 2015)

Page 165, Lights and Marks: The Foot buoy at Valentia now has AIS. (29 June 2015)

Page 60R line 9: Spike Island is now open to visitors and is well worth a visit. The island is crowned by 
the 19th-century Fort Mitchel, used at various times in the past as a military and naval fortress and as a 
prison. Tourist ferryboats now bring passengers from Cobh to the pontoon at the pier on the N side, using 
the channel W and S of Haulbowline and passing under the low bridge. The channel to the N of Spike has 
no overhead obstructions and a least depth of 0·8m. It deepens W of the pier. There is deep water on a mid-

The pontoons at Aghada Pier (top L); Cobh (top R); and Passage 
West (L), and the pier and pontoon at Spike Island (above)



channel course in the West Channel W of Spike, and it is easy to circumnavigate the island with suitable rise 
of tide. 

Although the pier and pontoon are signposted for use by licensed passenger vessels only, there is no objection 
to their use by yachts provided the front (N) face of the pontoon is always left free for the ferry. Alternatively, 
anchor E of the pier or well south of the narrows at Paddy’s Point in the West Channel. The area NW and W 
of the pier, between Spike, Haulbowline and Paddy’s Point is fouled by submarine cables and pipes. There is a 
slipway for landing (also used by the cargo ferry) E of the pier, and landing is also possible at the old (drying) 
pier and slipway on the W side of the island.

The island is owned by Cork County Council, whose staff welcome its visitors and run a tearoom and 
museum. Conducted tours are available. There is no admission charge to Fort Mitchel but it closes every day 
at 1730. Independent visitors must take care not to be locked in for the night, and should make their presence 
known to the staff. Many of the island’s buildings are derelict and some may be in hazardous condition. Spike 
Island is a unique, historic and special place, and visitors are requested to treat the environment and buildings 
with respect; do not leave litter. Dogs are not permitted on the island. (2 July 2015)

Page 314, Lights & Marks, and page 318R line 33: The Clutch beacon in the South Sound of Aran has 
collapsed and its concrete plinth is now a hazard. Extra care is advised in this area. (4 July 2015)

Pages 57, 66 and 72, Lights & Marks: Daunt and Black Tom buoys now have AIS. (7 July 2015)

Page 90R line 5: A pontoon for dinghy landing has been installed in the harbour at Baltimore. (7 July 2015)

Page 188R line 14: Significant improvement work has been completed at  Kilrush Marina. The approach 
channel has been dredged to 1·2m at LAT and further dredging is planned next year. A pontoon has been 
installed in the lock to simplify boat-handling and provide a temporary berth. Remote automated operation 
is planned. The lock has a least depth of 3m and recently accommodated the schooner Rara Avis, whose 
overall length is 38m. (7 July 2015)

Pages 105 and 114, Lights & Marks: Mizen Head lighthouse now has AIS (28 July 2015)

Pages 201 and 204, Lights & Marks: the range of Inisheer lighthouse is now W16M R11M (3 August 2015)

Page 215, para. “Mutton Island to Cashla Bay”: an area within two cables of the shore at Salthill, Galway, 
between 9º 04'W and 9º06'W, has been designated as a bathing area between March and October. Power-
driven vessels may not enter the area. Also on this coast at 53º13'·10N 9º27'·68W, 5 cables offshore at Castle 
Point, an unidentified underwater obstruction has been reported which may be a hazard to navigation.  (27 
Aug 2015)

Page 305L line 8: two visitors’ moorings have been established at Killybegs. (27 Aug 2015)

Page 44, Dangers, and page 48R line 33: an uncharted rock with 0·1m has been discovered in 52º01'·53N 
7º34'·15W. This is about 2 cables offshore, 2M SW of Helvick Head. Give the coast between Helvick Head 
and Mine Head a berth of at least 3 cables. (31 Aug 2015)

The Clutch reef and the beacon 
plinth at low tide. It covers at HW.  
(Donegal County Council)



Page 49, Lights & Marks: delete Pollock Rock buoy. The buoy has been disestablished and removed.  (10 
Sept 2015)

Page 167R line 7, page 169 list of Lights & Marks and plan on page 168: Kay Rock beacon at Valentia 
Harbour has collapsed. Pending reinstatement of the beacon, the following are directions for avoiding the 
rock when approaching from Doulus Head. Give Black Rocks a berth of 0.5 cable. When Reenard Point 
opens E of Beginish, turn to starboard and steer for the E end of Beginish. When Lamb Island is almost 
open of the N point of Beginish, turn to port and steer with this transit astern. When Reenard Point is open E 
of  Church Island, turn to starboard and steer to leave the Passage Rock W Cardinal buoy to port.  (10 Sept 
2015)

Page 124L line 9, and plan and photograph on page 124: the landmark at Lawrence Cove is not the 
Martello tower (marked on AC1840) but a ruined tower 400m NE of it. The bearing of transit B on the plan 
should read 199º. From the close approach the Martello tower is behind the skyline and there is no risk of 
confusion. (16 Sept 2015)

Page 82, Lights & Marks: Kowloon Bridge buoy now has AIS (16 Sept 2015)

Page 165, Lights & Marks: Cromwell Point lighthouse now has AIS (3 Nov 2015)

Page 297L line 11: depths in the channel to Sligo are reported reduced; extra caution is advised (24 Nov 
2015)

Page 278R line 1: the procedure for opening of Achill bridge has changed. Contact Mayo County Council at 
belmullet@mayococo.ie or phone 097 81004 between 0900 and 1300 or 1400 and 1700 M-F. Two working 
days’ notice is required. The bridge will be opened, subject to weather conditions, at high water between 
0900 and 1530, Mon-Thurs and 0900 and 1430 Fri. (24 Nov 2015)

Page 37, Lights and Marks, and Plan on page 41: the range of Hook Head lighthouse has been reduced to 
18M. (30 November 2015)

Page 46, Lights and Marks, Plan, and Directions for Dungarvan: A new survey of the channel to Dungarvan 
has been completed. Considerable changes have taken place in the channel and banks, and there is an inner 
bar with 0·7m, S of Ballynacourty Pier. New buoyage arrangements have not been finalised but the proposed 
scheme is shown on the plan below. (2 February 2016)
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Page 314, Lights & Marks, page 318R line 33, and Plan on p315: the Clutch beacon (destroyed in 2015) 
has been replaced by a port hand buoy, QR, stationed about 2 cables SSE of the old beacon position. (2 
February 2016)

Page 298R line 5: delete the mobile phone number 086 089 0767 for the HM at Sligo. (27 February 2016)

Page 305: a 63-berth marina is under construction at Black Rock Pier in Killybegs and will be ready in 
time for the 2016 season. The facility comprises a floating breakwater pontoon and a single long gangway 
pontoon with fingers. It is owned and managed by the Fishery Harbour and the contact is the HM. Replace 
the plan with the one below (27 February 2016)
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Page 318R: a short pontoon has been installed alongside the main (west) pier at Teelin (summer only). 
Priority for its use should be given to the sea angling and sightseeing boats. The pontoon does not restrict 
access to the rest of the pier (27 February 2016)

The new 14th edition of the South & West Coasts Sailing Directions was published in March 2016. These 
are the final amendments to the 13th edition. They will be consolidated into page order in due course and 
will remain posted on the website www.iccsailingbooks.com for a further twelve months. The new edition 
incorporates all the foregoing information and many other changes of a minor or non-safety-related nature. 
It also includes a short new chapter on crossings to and from England and Wales. 92 of its 739 photographs 
are new. 368 pages, softback A4, ISBN 978 0 9558 199 6 4, it is available from booksellers and chandlers or 
from www.iccsailingbooks.com, price €37.50/£29.95. 


